| Group | Expo time | 9:00 | 9:30 | 10:00 | 10:30 | 11:00 | 11:30 | 12:00 | 12:30 | 1:00 | 1:30 | 2:00 | 2:30 | 3:00 | 3:30 | 4:00 | 4:30 | 5:00 | 5:30 | 6:00 |
|-------|-----------|------|------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|------|------|------|------|-------|------|------|------|------|------|
| 1     | 8:30      | Security | 105/PS/MEC | NOC | 341 | Monitoring | Monitoring | Vote | Lunch | Lunch | Water | Smalltalk | Quantum | Quantum | to SC | ABS | get poster | 1 | BSM |
| 2     | 9:00      | Security | Security | ViewRoom | Mech | PWT | to SC | Vote | Lunch | Lunch | Robots | dfnWorks | to Pdiv | Smalltalk | Quantum | Quantum | get poster | 2 | BSM |
| 3     | 9:30, 10:00 | presenting | Security | 105/PS/MEC | 105/PS/MEC | Monitoring | NOC | 341 | Lunch | Lunch | Robots | dfnWorks | Water | AR | AR | Cosmic | get poster | 3 | BSM |
| 4     | 9:30, 10:00 | presenting | Security | Security | Powerlift | Robots | Vote | Lunch | Lunch | PWT | ViewRoom | Mech | Monitoring | AR | Cosmic | get poster | 4 | BSM |
| 5     | 10:30     | presenting | Security | Powerlift | Robots | Vote | Lunch | Lunch | to LDCC | 105/PS/MEC | NOC | 341 | to SC | ABS | get poster | 5 | BSM |
| 6     | 11, 11:30 | presenting | Security | Vote | Lunch | Lunch | ViewRoom | Mech | PWT | Monitoring | to SC | ABS | get poster | 6 | BSM |

Registration at the Study Center, project presentation

105/PS |
SM1498, 105, Brady Burke, James Dickenson, The Laboratory Data Communication Center

NOC |
SM1498, David Mohr, Mark Martinez, Mike Kluk, The Network Operations Center

341 |
SM1498, 341, Robert Cunningham, LDCC Machines, High Performance Storage Systems

Robots |
SM207, Cochiti, Beth Boardman, Autonomous and Teleoperated Robotics

Powerlift |
SM207, Cochiti, Maura Shuttleworth, Human Resources and Powerlifting

dfnWorks |
SM261, Otowi A & B, Natalia Meledonska, Subsurface flow and transport modeling using dfnWorks

ABS |
SM207, Cochiti, Miles Beaux, Development of Air Buoyant Solids

SAM R M F A T, 105/PS |
SM1498, Tom Duran, LDCC Mechanical and Electrical Rooms

Security |

PWT |
SM2227, PowerWall Theater, David Modl, Scientific Data Visualization and Analysis

ViewRoom |
SM2227, View Room, Jason Hick, What Makes a Computer Super?

Mech |
SM2327, Ron Velarde, Supercomputing Facilities Perspectives

Cosmic |
SM4200, Sean Blanchard, How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love Cosmic Death Rays from Outer Space

Smalltalk |
SM40, E111, Ray Newell, Quantum Communications

AR |
SM4200, IMMS, David Mascarenas, Augmented Reality for Smart Nuclear Infrastructure

ABS |
SM1498, Tom Duran, LDCC Mechanical and Electrical Rooms

BSM Bradbury Science Museum, corner of Central and 15th, 5:00-7:00 reception